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Preface

The purpose of “Untapped Energy” is to design and explore 
concepts and ideas to challenge existing preconceptions of energy 
production, and to suggest the direction of the development. The 
perspective is from an end users vantage. The result is presented 
as “untappedEnergy.org” and is a post to a debate on how we can 
relate to electricity. The blog “behind.untappedEnergy.org” is the 
documentation of the project. This book “intro.untappedEnergy” is the 
introduction and overview to the project.

The project was developed during 2009 at the Institute for Industrial 
Design at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design.
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All illustrations and photographs in this 
work are made by the candidate unless 
credited otherwise.
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1. The Project - untappedEnergy

1.1 Summary

Structure
This book, which I have named “intro.untappedEnergy” is the over-
view to the diploma. It aims to serve as an introduction to, and a tool 
to navigate the diploma project. The main body of work is presented 
online through two web sites. The result of the diploma is presented 
as “untappedenergy.org”, and the process is documented through 
“behind.untappedenergy.org”.

Format
The diploma was written in English to reach a wider audience through 
the blog online. Blogging and micro blogging is the way of creating 
discourse outside of mainstream media these days. Instant micro blogs 
like Twitter puts the soap box at the feet of the average Joe as well as US 
presidents. Using the blog as a tool to enter the discourse feels natural 
and creates opportunities to present ideas and concepts to an interested 
audience. Being unproved as a format in the context of a master thesis 
is more challenging. Important to note is that the visual design of the 
two web sites, although selected by me, are not designed by me. They 
are slightly adapted from freely available designs to aid the presenta-
tion of the content. 

Intent
The diploma researches and explores design opportunities related to 
renewable energy in the context of the family home. Concepts related 
to local production and/or conservation of energy are investigated. The 
diploma’s aim is to challenge existing preconceptions of current energy 
production/conservation and to try to provide insights into how this 
field can develop. What it does not is to deliver a readymade product or 
service at a level where it can be industrialized. 

1.The Project...
Summary…
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The Background…

2. The Process…
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3. The Result…
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prototypes”
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Background
Ever since Thomas Alva Edison and Nikola Tesla developed the base 
for our present electrical infrastructure in the final decades of the 
nineteenth century electricity has been part of our daily lives. As 
electricity is potentially dangerous to interact with and its infrastruc-
ture is complex, most of the development and services built around 
the electrical infrastructure has been initiated by businesses with an 
engineer’s perspective. As a medium for energy transfer on a scale that 
directly affects nations, electricity is regulated and traded in complex 
systems. This opaque and vertical top-down structure has worked well, 
but left consumers more or less unconscious to how we use, produce 
and distribute the energy.

As electricity is one of the prime energy carriers of a modern society it 
has, on a global scale, a great influence on economics, politics and the 
environment. To elevate public awareness and to motivate end consum-
ers to participate in energy production are two strategies to approach a 
sustainable rate of consumption, and potentially deeply affect policy-
making and global economics.

Process
Through research of the state of the art, the latest developments, in 
consumer products that have energy production capabilities and 
relevant technologies I discover that my opportunity for design does 
not lie in the gadgets and gizmos that can directly produce energy or 
reduce consumption. Most of the current design effort on a larger scale 
revolves around awareness in form of visualizing consumption. The 
idea is that awareness reduces consumption. Some studies suggest that 
if you produce some energy yourself, you are even more likely to reduce 
your consumption. 

The research also discovered that there is substantial amount of effort 
invested in this field by government agencies and business organisa-
tions. They do however take on their own perspective and regard the 
customer or end users as a small node in their maps. This tradition cre-
ates a framework that I as a designer through my result will challenge.
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The Result
The fictional community at 
“untappedenergy.org” is part of the 
result of the diploma.
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Result
Through the use of fictional evidences in the community blog 
“untappedenergy.org” I suggest how the public can be motivated to 
produce electricity in their own homes. This is done by giving the 
consumer full control over production and consumption of their 
own electricity, and by exploiting the coming intelligent electricity 
infrastructure this control can be shared amongst a group of people or 
everyone in a flat structure.

intro.untappedEnergy
The following pages present the lead of each relevant post, the term 
for a discrete article on a blog, in the documentation presented on 
behind.untappedEnergy.org. Supplied both in paper (this book) and 
Portable Document Format (PDF) the titles and links provided in the 
leads are click able as well as written out below each post to aid naviga-
tion through the material. Each section is introduced with a resume of 
the following content. 

The numbers used in the titles for each post refers to: Digit 1 - what 
section it is contained within, digit 2 - which category it is filed under 
and digit 3 - the order in each category. This convention is used to ease 
the transition from this linear text to the nonlinear blog format.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org
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The Documentation
The documentation of the diploma is 
presented at behind.untappedEnergy.org.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org
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1.2 The Diploma

These posts describe the structure, intent and overview of the project 
similar to the above introduction, but are also found on the “behind.
untappedenergy.org” blog. The Diploma Program was the first text 
written to describe the intentions of the diploma. As the result and 
documentation of the diploma is presented as two blogs, the structure 
is very important to clarify as done through this book and in the 
outline found online. 

The use of the blog as a format for research and discussion are com-
mon, but the reasoning behind this decision needs more background. 
To introduce the reader to some of the words, terms and concepts that 
is often referred to in the text, a dictionary is provided.
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1.2.1 Diploma Program
The diploma will research and explore design opportunities related to 
renewable energy in the context of the family home. Concepts related 
to local production and/or conservation of energy will be investigated. 
The Diploma will aim to explore and design concepts and ideas that 
aim to challenge existing preconceptions of current energy production/
conservation and try to give insights into where this will go in the near 
future. What it not will do is to deliver a ready-made product or service 
at a level where it can be industrialized.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=164

1.2.2 Structure
The main body of work is presented online through two web sites. The 
result of the diploma is presented as “untappedEnergy.org”, and the 
process is documented through “behind.untappedEnergy.org”. The 
diploma was written in English to reach a wider audience through the 
blog online. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=435

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=164
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=164
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=435
http://untappedenergy.org
http://behind.untappedenergy.org
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=435
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1.2.3 Why blogging?
Blogging and micro blogging is the way of creating discourse outside of 
mainstream media these days. Instant micro blogs like Twitter, puts the 
soap box at the feet of the average Joe as well as US presidents (Condon 
2008). Using the blog medium as a tool to enter the discourse feels 
natural and creates opportunities to present ideas and concepts to an 
interested community. Being unproved in the context of a master thesis 
is more challenging.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=195

1.2.4 Dictionary
Technologies and systems used in the energy discourse are usually less 
known by general public. The buzzwords are visible, but their meaning 
is vaguer. The dictionary explains a few of the words and concepts. The 
dictionary is also printed in the references section of this book.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=486

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=195
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=195
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=486
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=486
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1.3 Background

This section expands the backdrop for the research in the next section. 
An introduction is provided to relate the diploma to the situation both 
in Norway and globally. Renewable Energy is a key to make energy 
production available for the traditional end consumer. As electricity is 
intrinsically wired to the world a form of distribution infrastructure is 
needed.  While these factors are important to enable a new paradigm, 
the perspective of this field seen from the businesses is quite different 
form how we experience electricity in our homes. 
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1.3.1 Prologue
This project started with the exploration of opportunities to design in 
family homes artefacts that relates to production of renewable energy. 
The aim of changing existing preconceptions however took precedence 
when the research uncovered some boundaries imposed by tradition in 
the field of electricity distribution.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=449 

1.3.2 Renewable Energy 
Renewable Energy is a term commonly referred to by many in the 
general media, and it seems to have become more so in the current 
strained financial times (Google 2009). The ongoing climate debate 
does also push for action and the decision makers are pulled towards 
this field as government funds globally feels more just if spent on 
this cause rather the banks and financial systems. Change is needed 
and it should and will come from this field, but tradition, cost, leg-
islation and expensive infrastructure are dampers on development 
(Whitehouse 2009).

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=922

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=449
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=449
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=922
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=922
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1.3.3 Distributed Generation
Using the peer to peer concept in energy distribution will enable home 
consumers to become producers of energy and supply their electricity 
to others on the smart grid (EU 2006). The grid is short for the gen-
eral electrical infrastructure (or “grid”) that is required to distribute 
electricity to the end consumer. Today the grid usually only deliver 
electricity, but technology is available to enable feedback of electricity 
from the end consumer, this is a feature of “The Smart Grid”. I think 
that this development could create a greater sense of solidarity in small 
as well as large communities. When you get ownership and control 
over your energy in a much more direct way than is possible today, I 
think you would like to see how and where it is used also. How would 
this impact our relation to our energy? 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=772

1.3.4 Electricity from a business perspective
I have discovered that there is an discrepancy between the actual map 
of where a consumer is positioned in the grid from a business perspec-
tive and how consumers perceive electricity. This is quite obvious 
looking at charts provided by industry organisations (see next page). 
This is part of why I have not cooperated with actors in the industry in 
this project, as they are obligated to consider the existing and future 
infrastructure and market mechanisms which are complex.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=792

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=772
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=772
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=792
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=792
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Smart Grid Complexity
This illustration from an EU report on the 
future of Smart Grids is made to illustrate 
the scale of this infrastructure. As the end 
consumer is a small node in this network 
(dotted circle) I chose to adapt the user 
perspective as my primary vantage point.
Illustration: (EU 2006)
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Electricity Provides Comfort
There is a big gap between how the of-
ficials and businesses have to consider 
the  smart grid and how people today 
relate to electricity. Focusing on 
developing the user perspective has 
been my guide in this diploma.
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1.3.5 Electricity from a home perspective 
Electricity provides comfort and is the platform our modern society is 
built upon. Still electricity is not very present in our consciousness or 
daily life. We depend upon it, but we do seldom touch it. Our involve-
ment with electricity is evident in a few areas: Providing comfort, as an 
anachronism and as a regular post on the budget.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=777

1.3.6 Ambitions
Aiming to change these existing preconceptions and challenge current 
paradigms is a daunting task. But I will argue that the result suggests a 
scenario where the end consumer is a producer and as equal to the next 
user or producer as in a file sharing network online. That would be the 
starting point for further design work in a new discourse in the field of 
energy in our homes.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=457

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=777
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=777
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=457
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=457
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2 The Process

The Process is divided into two sections
•	 Research
•	 Exploration
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2.4 Research

Introduction to the heuristic research
To uncover design opportunities to pursue I needed to probe various 
points of entry into the field of electricity in our homes. Through 
books, magazines and online discourse the complex field of energy 
consumption versus a sustainable future was considered. A heuristic 
approach to understand this subject was through search by keywords 
on Google, but due to extensive “greenwashing” of products mostly 
noise was returned. Some people consider disconnecting their homes 
and lives from public infrastructure as the epitome of sustainability. 

The quest to minimize our environmental impact includes technology 
that not necessarily helps in achieving that goal. On a national and 
political level there is several routes to follow that not only relies on 
technology, but legislations and incentives to businesses and private 
consumers alike. One approach to consider is the positive encourage-
ment by informative displays that auto makers install in some new 
cars. This is also reflected upon by Dan Hill in his blog “City of Sound”. 
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2.4.1 Literature 
In the book “Collapse” by Jared Diamond we get an insight into how 
societies through the latest millennia rise and collapse as a function of 
their wrong judgement of the sustainability of their culture. He raises a 
few questions that can be seen as a warning to an unconscious manage-
ment and depletion of resources world wide (Diamond 2005). From 
a design perspective on the same subject in the book “In the bubble”, 
John Thackara outlines opportunities related to how we as design-
ers can work in a sustainable way (Thackara 2005). Popular Science 
Magazines like New Scientist, Scientific American and American 
Scientist are magazines I regularly read for pleasure, but they are really 
good sources for innovations in technology and provides debate on 
many initiatives. They all agree that the climate debate is useful, but 
they discuss why, what and how quite heatedly.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=453

2.4.2 Observations through “green” keywords
An interesting strategy to utilise for surveying the field of Renewable 
Energy at home from a design perspective is to find and investigate 
useful keywords on various online resources. Due to the current trend 
of “green washing” there is a lot of green/eco noise around the more 
useful search results.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=130

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=453
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=453
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=130
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=130
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2.4.3 Going off-grid?
Becoming self-sufficient, independent and reducing environmental ef-
fects is the motivation behind people disconnecting from the public in-
frastructure such as electricity, gas, water and sewage. Following a four 
step plan, virtually anyone can become self-sufficient (Vince 2008). 
But the “Off-grid” homes require a lot of equipment to replace these 
infrastructures and that makes their aim of smaller environmental 
footprint questionable.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=128

2.4.4 Sustainable power is unsustainable?
As we might remember it was the Gro Harlem Brundtland commission 
that coined the current meaning of sustainability (Lemonick 2009). 
Renewable Energy might be the most important way to achieve a 
sustainable energy supply and to empower the end user with generat-
ing capabilities. Quite a few of the renewable energy technologies relies 
on rare metals and limited resources in the making of the equipment. 
This problem with renewable energy technology is seldom discussed, 
but is important to consider before moving to large scale production of 
certain equipment. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=137

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=128
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=128
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=137
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=137
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Going Off the grid
To be more than self-sufficient and to 
utilise the latest technologies can give 
real freedom, but it comes at a high price 
and the resources required to enable all 
households self-sufficiency could out pace 
the intended gain.
Illustration: (Vince 2008) 
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2.4.5 Wired.com: 7 Ways to Fix the Grid, Now!
Wired.com published an article on the state of the national grid (USA) 
and how to make it better. The theme of the article fits my project and 
i went though it and write about its content: In these troublesome 
financial times (in Spring 2009) the national grid in the United States is 
becoming a part of the solution to the crisis. It is an old infrastructure 
that is dimensioned for consumption several decades old. Incentives, 
legislation, paradigm shifts and money are applied to the grid and 
the surrounding economy to create jobs while building the electricity 
infrastructure of the future.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=147

2.4.6 Green actions from engaging interfaces
A driver of the Toyota Prius, the hybrid gas/electric vehicle, is sup-
ported with a visual representation of his or hers current and past fuel 
consumption. This support suggests how irrational behaviours on the 
road can be steered towards a less aggressive style by visibly encourage 
a high mile to fuel ratio (fuel is expensive). This positive change in 
behaviour is also suggested to work in an urban situation as presented 
by Dan Hill in his presentation of “The Personal Well-Tempered 
Environment.”

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=133

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=147
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=147
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=133
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=133
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Introduction to the “State of the art” research
To determine where contemporary design focuses its effort it is useful 
to look at what is considered the “state of the art”. Popular technology 
oriented blogs and news sites such as Engadget.com and Wired.com 
spawn a slew of hype over new technology in small form factors. These 
gadgets often prove to be more hype than magic, especially when self-
sufficient gadgets has the spotlight. Even the more promising technol-
ogy of portable fuel cells that are available to buy has its limits in that 
once it is started it only lasts for 30 hours before it is waste! 

A more sober and promising segment of products is the aftermarket 
energy meters. They let you meter and share the real time data of 
energy consumption in online communities. It appears however, 
that from a business perspective it is the collection and visualisation 
of consumption data that is their best offer today. With the intent to 
better manage their own energy distribution, with the possible effect of 
reduced consumption by the customer due to the visibility of the con-
sumption, these products offer little more than comparable statistics.
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2.4 7 State of the art
A key element of my work has been to find relevant reference projects. 
This has involved a search through various fields of work that include 
design and electricity from a user perspective and uncovering what 
their state of the art is. This work led me to discover “energy dash-
boards”, web interfaces to display data from energy consumption in 
real time or less frequent, as the current “edge” of user centred design, 
but also the realization that there is some much more that could be 
done in a different paradigm.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=455

2.4.8 Gadgets
Earlier experience with design of small electronic devices made me 
believe the result of this research would be a “gadget”. But looking 
into small devices that you can generate electricity revealed that even 
the most advanced of today and near future are lacking quite a bit 
in usefulness (see opposing page). Most of these devices have built 
in batteries that can be charged from the electricity grid before any 
renewable energy is stored.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=869

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=455
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=455
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=869
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=869
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The HYMINI
Wearable wind turbine charger, mounted on helmet.
Photo: (http://picasaweb.google.com/stephpoon)

IKEA Jäppling
LED flashlight with solar cell backing, charges in 7 hours.
Photo: (Karlsen 2009)

MEDIS fuel cell
The first fuel cell you can buy on amazon.com for less than 
30$, but it can only be used once.
Photo: (flickr user “textopus”)

Portable Wind Turbine
For charging batteries while on camping.
Photo: (http://gotwind.org)
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2.4.9 Fuel cells
Making energy directly from a fuel like Hydrogen, without burning 
it, can be done in an apparatus that through oxidation combines 
Oxygen (O2) with the Hydrogen (H) to create water (H2O). This 
apparatus is called a fuel cell and does release heat and electricity 
in the process. The fuel cell appears to be a dream machine, but 
requires an unsolved infrastructure to deliver volatile hydrogen to 
end consumers (Rifkin 2002).

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=774

2.4.10 Social energy meters
Products and services in the energy business are usually initiated by 
the big players in the market. From tradition they are the only ones 
allowed to play with the infrastructure equipment. Third party and 
small businesses taking on the consumer perspective have created a 
market for Do-It-Yourself (DIY) energy metering. These devices are 
also connected to the Internet and puts actual energy consumption 
into the social web. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=142

DIY Kyoto
A group of designers produced this 
energy meter that display key parameters, 
like the current price on your consump-
tion, and enables sharing of consumption 
data through the web. 

Facsimile: DIY Kyoto

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=774
http://
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=142
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=142
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=774
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2.4.11 Energy Dashboards in the Wild
Provided by the more advanced electricity companies to end consum-
ers, the energy dashboards task is to display and interact with the 
consumption statistics. The dashboards have a greater impact when 
they monitor in real time, but the power companies usually mind their 
own business before their customers in this field and the possibilities 
are only being explored by a few visionaries.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=143

Energy Dashboard
Some utilities experiments with advanced 
feedback mechanisms and consumption 
visualisation. The top left box in this 
illustration demonstrate central control 
over all devices attached.

Facsimile:  Xcel Energy/Lixar

Weather information
Gives information so you can prepare 
your home to be optimally configured for 
hot or cold days.

Utility Feedback
Real time information on events in the 
grid or with your connected appliances.

Statistics
Historical data on your consumption and 
cost. Also display of current cost. Animated Assistant

Provides help in a friendly lady, but i 
guess it reminds me of the infamous 
“clippy” in the old MS Office software.

Your Status
This panel lets you adjust your home 
energy consumption based on typical 
activities like sleep, work etc. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=143
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=143
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Introduction to the Interviews
I state in the intro that I will challenge the existing preconceptions and 
as part of this process it was natural to talk to normal people on their 
thoughts and experiences with electricity and renewable energy. Those 
I interviewed displayed a range of motivations, from the difference 
in motivations across cultures and traditions, to introduce smart and 
cost-effective measures to battle the bill and the satisfaction to plan 
ahead and build a home with a balanced energy vision. 

Jonas & Mirei w/son
Photo: Karlsen 2009
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2.4.12 Interview: Jonas & Mirei
As an architect couple they were very conscious and updated on 
regulations and practices regarding building energy regulations and 
statistics. Privately they were more familiar in their actions. 

An interesting observation was how their different background affected 
their daily life. From her Japanese heritage (energy prices are high) 
did Mirei enforce a strict switch of the light policy, while her husband 
Jonas from Norway had a more relaxed standard on that issue. From 
Japan Mirei was used to gas ovens and where consciously aware of the 
waste when an electrical oven needs time to heat to full temperature 
before starting to cook. This was a new thought for me.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=465

2.4.13 Interview: Margrethe T. Trædal
Living on the west coast of Norway in her own house and as a new 
home builder, Margrethe included energy calculations and conscious 
decisions when she and her husband built their new home. They are 
also planning to build a micro hydro power station in a stream on their 
property.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=467

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=465
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=465
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=467
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=467
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2.4.14 Interview: Gunnar A. Thune
As a teacher and academic did Gunnar’s motivation focus on how to 
reduce consumption, primarily to reduce the bill, but also not to waste 
energy. His toolbox included variation in heat sources, draft elimina-
tion and low energy lights. On a larger scale he did benefit from his 
position as a teacher in that his general knowledge on the energy situ-
ation in Norway was quite good. He has even used a bike to generate 
some electricity at the local science museum! A tradition all youth in 
Bergen was privileged to. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=469

2.4.15 Interview: Findings & Evaluation
Even for such a small group of people I discovered how different their 
insight and motivation were. This experience, also somewhat strength-
en by looser conversations with others, made three different characters 
for a later scenario possible. The pro-active consumer that plan ahead 
and pay for better utilisation of energy, the sober consumer who makes 
the best of the existing structures and finally the “Heritage” consumer 
who based on external influence adapts to the situation at hand.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=471

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=469
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=469
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=471
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=471
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2.5 Explorations

This section describe the efforts to develop concepts and ideas before 
the final directions where plotted. They are for the most part not fully 
developed and designed, but they offer an insight into some of the 
exploration that leads to some of the key insights in this project. They 
do sometimes ask questions that are unreturned, but combined they do 
end up as a path to the result. 

A thought derived from those who believed going off the grid was a 
good idea: The question of what would happen if a small community in 
an apartment block went off grid? How would they organise a limited 
energy supply? This question was visualised, but not taken any further 
at that point. 

A daily routine can become invisible to our minds by the sheer number 
of repetitions. One I became aware of was the sheer number of switches 
or knobs I turn over the day. A photographic diary documented the 
routine and gave some surprising insights. 

This the ideas noted and sketches doodled in my books are made a bit 
more accessible in the collected and commented overview. Some con-
cepts doodled in here, such as the concept “Bluetooth AC clamp mobile 
attachment”, was explored and ended up as an idea for a designer toy 
bunny. This concept developed in a direction that, at the time, did 
not fit the overall bearing and I took a step back to reality and started 
looking into our circuit breaker cabinets. At this point I wanted some 
dialogue in the mix and explored how wires could socialise to their/our 
benefit. A more sober look at wired connections was an attempt to map 
the values flowing in and out of a home. Seen from the home perspec-
tive it was interesting to include where 3rd party products and services 
fitted.  

Once in a while an idea develops that have an immediate appeal. The 
SunCat self-charging batteries was such an idea. Initially thought to be 
an incident that was not relevant became through massive feedback a 
key insight in the final result. 
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Limited Resources
How would a situation like this be 
managed by the inhabitants of this 
apartment block?
Illustration: Karlsen 2009
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2.5.1 Limited resources
In Norway there is a perceived unlimited supply of electricity to the 
end consumer. The only variable is price. What if this relation was 
inverted? The community would have to cooperate and manage in 
real time the distribution of the available energy. How would residents 
manage this system and still be good neighbours? This question is 
reflected upon and illustrated.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=134 

2.5.2 Switches I press daily
When going through the daily routine of turning on and turning off 
lights I could not remember how many buttons I pressed. Taking a 
camera on the next round I was surprised by the number of buttons 
that was regularly pressed twice a day. Others were invited to this 
experiment and had the same revelation. I discovered 29 actions that 
could have been more mindful.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=136 

Switches
There were more switches to press 
than I imagined. 
Photo: Karlsen 2009

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=134
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=134
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=136
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=136
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“Shock-A-Bunny”
Working with the mock-up provided 
interesting photos, but the concept was 
eventually abandoned.
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2.5.3 Visual idea bank
This is a “Lo-Fi” idea bank of post-its and doodles. They have a value in 
that they indicate some of the concepts to be refined in the end, and if 
you got sharp eyes one might spot a concept here and there. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=578

2.5.4 Exploring: Shock -A- Bunny
An AC-Clamp is a metering tool to measure the electricity that flows in 
a wire. If the output of this tool is sent to a phone via a Bluetooth radio 
(a small short range radio) this information could be used in a game. 
The concept was to have a toy designed for kids so they could earn their 
allowance by switching off electric appliances and lights. This explora-
tion could have ended up as a final concept, but as it did not fit the 
framework of the final scenario it became a killed darling.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=576

Initial sketches
Drawings to establish the profile of the 
coming toy.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=578
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=578
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=576
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=576
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2.5.5 One Step Removed
Closing in on something tangible towards the end result, is the idea 
of inserting a layer, a service layer, between the user and the wires. 
Implementing a screen for virtual manipulation of electricity seems 
like a natural thing to do in the 21st century. More annoyingly is it 
then to discover that the very analogue fuse box of mine and others 
dates back to 1971 and is in dire need of an update.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=145

2.5.6 elec-tricity
What of electric wires could talk? One plug asks the socket what it 
could offer and negotiate autonomously. If any node in the grid was 
smart, the field of Ubiquitous Computing would be a big part of the 
Smart Grid (See also Rohr et al. 2007).

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=146

Talking Wires
What would appliances and peripher-
als say to negotiate connections and 
transmissions? 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=145
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=145
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=146
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=146
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2.5.7 Mapping my local grid
After previous investigation of social metering applications I attempted 
to draw a map of how the energy regime in an average apartment block 
can look like. The diagrammatic representation display how energy in 
various forms is utilized in a known apartment building. The interest-
ing insight made from this map was to see where the aforementioned 
social metering applications were positioned, which was parallel to the 
otherwise vertical structure. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=700

2.5.8 The SunCat Batteries
About some weeks after the state of gadgets where investigated and 
some concepts in this genre was sketched, an idea formed that crystal-
lized the concept of a self-sufficient gadget. Many of the gadgets are 
made to charge external batteries from a renewable energy source, such 
as the sun. However, these gadgets introduce an extra item you need to 
carry to power your other gadgets. 

My idea was to eliminate this extra step and make the batteries self-
charging. This idea was presented in the format of a Do-It-Yourself 
(DIY) project that are very popular online. Through detailed technol-
ogy research to provide additional arguments and a picture by picture 
tutorial, the project was presented on Flickr and my private blog. The 
crucial bait was to add one image to the Flickr gallery belonging to the 
MAKE magazine which has a large following in the online DIY com-
munity. The result was spectacular. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=872

Do-It-Yourself
Going through a step by step sequence 
with explanations on how to make 
the batteries. Originally posted to 
flickr.com, but they are now part of the 
untappedEnergy.org blog. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=700
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=700
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=872
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=872
http://www.flickr.com/photos/knute/tags/suncat/
http://www.untappedEnergy.org
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The SunCat Batteries as posted 
to the MAKE magazine pool on 
flickr.com
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2.5.9 SunCat feedback
The concept was picked up by the editor of hackaday.com who wrote 
an article on the project. As hackaday.com writes about often advanced 
technology re-configured or built into something new by private 
persons, they have become a primary news source for numerous other 
blog/news sites. From here the concept spread like wildfire. Inhabitat.
com, threehugger.com, ohgizmo.com, cnet.com asia, wired.com gadget 
blog, gizmodo.com and engadet.com were amongst the larger to write 
about the concept. The most interesting result of this hype was all the 
discussion generated over these sites, my blog and flickr. It was most 
encouraging and lead directly to the format of the result.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=875Good publicity
At the moment of writing there are 176 
publications that links directly to the 
original post, these are some of them.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=875
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=875
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3 The Result

The fictional community blog named untappedEnergy.org is a post to 
a debate on how we live with electricity. This format and the specific 
content of the blog are based on the insights I come to understand 
though the research and exploration.

http://untappedenergy.org 

http://untappedenergy.org
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3.6 Insights

This project has been a mix of navigating the for me unknown field of 
electricity in the context of our homes and exploring some of the ideas 
that did stand out. A reflection on what I can draw from the experience 
is needed. The SunCat batteries, when reflected upon, can be thought of 
as a mental image or logo for how we can change our preconceptions of 
electricity in our homes. When combining this logo with the possibili-
ties in a smarter electrical infrastructure there is suddenly a potential 
for radical changes in our handling of electricity at home. 

The experience from the discourse around the battery was the reason 
for choosing to continue presenting evidences in this format. This 
channel of communication suits the spatial context of the scenario, 
which is in the private home, and the potential for contributing to a 
wide discourse was considered important.
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Production
The solar cells generate electricity when 
lit by the sun. This current charges the 
battery.

Storage
The battery stores the energy and lets you 
control the amount and time the energy 
is stored to be used at a later time, when 
it is needed.

Usage
The plus and minus terminals provide the 
connection to any device you choose to 
power..

Control & Ownership
as experienced in the self-charging battery
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3.6.1 The Battery as an icon
Electricity can be more tangible than today, not literal, but as a mental 
image. If awareness is increased by visualising data, then a mental 
image of electricity as something you can produce, store and use in a 
similar fashion to The SunCat battery would be even better. Looking at 
the concept as three distinct parts - electricity production, electricity 
storage and electricity usage combined in the very manageable size of a 
C-Cell battery gives the user ultimate control and ownership of his or 
hers electricity. This mental image is attempted realised in the daily life 
of the contributors to “untappedEnergy.org”.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=878

3.6.2 The smart grid enables the smart consumer
Distributed energy production or peer to peer energy sharing is the 
technological paradigm of the result. Today the electricity infra-
structure and related services has little transparency for the regular 
consumer. By enabling the end consumer the opportunity to plug in a 
solar panel and produce energy on the same level, on a smaller scale of 

YOU

Today
The flow of electricity is in one direction 
from a large centralised producer to the 
end consumer.

The SunCat Battery as an Icon
Production, storage and usage in a very 
tangible format.

Tomorrow
You have the same authority over your 
assets as everyone else connected, big 
or small. You are an equal peer to other 
peers in the grid.

Sharing
You and your peers can through new 
services virtually connect, pool and 
combine production or consumption 
throughout the grid.

Production

Control

Usage/
Consumption

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=878
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=878
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=881
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course, as the energy re sellers and producers we can motivate a change 
in how we perceive electricity production today. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=881

3.6.3 Evidencing
Evidencing has become a widely used design method to visualise and 
present intangible aspects of future solutions and scenarios. The use of 
an evidence to make an argument for a concept has been very useful 
during this project. The method allows for relative rapid production 
and creates, if successful, a way of experiencing a future concept, 
product or service without using lots of time on a functional prototype. 

The choice to make a fictional blog is a consequence of writing all of the 
process in a blog format and also the success of evidences throughout 
the process. This has shown to me that there is a great opportunity to 
create discussion outside of the school through a blog, and my inten-
tion by including the “family home” as a context was to make the result 
easily accessible to occasional readers.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=883

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=881
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=883
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=883
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3.7 The Concept development

This section describes the motivations, processes and methods behind 
the content on “untappedenergy.org”. The purpose of the site is to 
present an argument or post to the debate on how we live with electric-
ity. The argument is intended to challenge how we perceive electricity 
today, by enabling a complete freedom in production, consumption 
and use of electricity. This argument is based on the two key insights 
and the suggested scenario is evidenced through this blog. 
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The context of untappedEnergy.org
The blog “untappedEnergy.org” is created and maintained by one of 
my personas “Eric André” that is a member of a small group of people 
participating in a smart grid pilot project by Xcel Energy in Boulder 
Colorado, USA. Xcel energy runs an actual project branded “Smart 
Grid City” in Boulder and is therefore the peg from which this story 
is hung. Eric André’s (34) is motivated to write about his experience 
and discoveries in this pilot. Eric is regularly involved in the online 
technology discussion through his documentation of advanced 
Do-It-Yourself projects and can be described as an early adaptor of 
new gadgets and technology. Based on this experience he creates a 
special community site open for the small pilot community. On one 
hand he uses the site to gain more credibility in the online world, but 
also because the participants would then be able to discuss how they 
experience the various aspects of the project. The other participants is 
presented in their profiles on the site, and is loosely based on the people 
I interviewed.

The scenario in untappedEnergy.org
The aim of the scenario is to give an experience of ownership and 
control throughout your production, storage and use of electricity at 
home. This is achieved through a collection of individual concepts 
that together stages a scenario that is an argument for a change in our 
preconception of electricity in our homes. The first part of the scenario 
describes how accessible production and storage of electricity should 
be, and followed by the in context control of the same. The detailed 
control over where to use your energy is introduced though an energy 
dashboard in the circuit breaker panel. 

These articles are split in three parts that document motivation, the 
brief design process and an evaluation of the result. The personas 
involved in “untappedEnergy.org” does comment and post their 
experiences and discover new services suggested through the social 
ENERGY@home project and the Jitter Plugz “your energy anywhere” 
product.  
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Solar Panels Installed
This illustrates how easy a setup of a 
solar panel should be. Mount it and 
plug the panel directly into an electric 
socket. The socket (green) accepts 
incoming electricity.
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3.7.1 The motivation behind ”Solar panels installed”
The satisfaction you have when your brand new Solar Panel is plugged 
into your wall socket and is producing electricity is motivation enough 
for many. This evidence tries to illustrate the little details that will give 
this feeling.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=219

3.7.2 The Process behind ”Solar panels installed..”
Evidencing is all about making a visual argument for a possible future 
scenario. Some glue, LEDs and Photoshop goes a long way to make 
this argument. Combining real mock-ups and retouched photography 
creates a convincing result. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=228

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=219
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=219
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=228
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=228
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3.7.3 Evaluation of ”Solar panels installed..”
Some ambiguity regarding the operation and signals from the LEDs 
are discovered. The picture gives a sense of normality, but the inner 
workings of the system are not precisely given in the image.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=237 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=237
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=237
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Interfacing my home grid
This mobile interface suggests how you 
can observe the real time output of 
the solar panel and let you control and 
verify accumulated production. This is 
your electricity.
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3.7.4 The motivation behind ”Interfacing my home..”
In the string of scenarios happening in the blog a validation and im-
mediate feedback on the status of the Solar Panel is provided in context 
through a phone interface. As earlier touched upon the availability of 
information at the location decisions are made can impact behaviour. 
This user on the other hand relaxes with the phone and feels content by 
watching the meter run.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=310

3.7.5 The process behind ”Interfacing my home..”
Designing for a small screen is an art form on its own. In real life 
devices are often so different that they do not even speak the same 
language to the developer. Choosing the right information to present 
at the right time to give decision support is crucial for the usability and 
value for the customer. The current effect in Watts and total production 
today appears to be the first and most valuable parameters to display.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=312
 
3.7.6 Evaluation of ”Interfacing my home..”
Widgets and Applications branded to the various hardware seems 
to be a great opportunities for businesses and consumers to have 
designed. Interaction Designers would have a field day if an economy 
of appliance GUIs suddenly where opened to the broad public. As of 
today control of appliances is highly specialised and not standardised 
through open APIs.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=314

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=310
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=312
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=312
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=314
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=314
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=310
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Metering
The metering section provides real time 
meter data for every item connected to a 
physical circuit in your home. As well as 
the percentage of the maximum capacity 
for each automatic fuse.. 

A Service Layer
The reason for visualising the screen 
inside a circuit breaker panel is to em-
phasise that the functionality is provided 
as a separate layer of services on top of 
the copper wires.

History
Consumption and production for a longer 
period of time is also accessible in this 
screen. 

Details
Detailed information per appliance is 
provided below each circuit. As all the 
data is  in real time one can adjust the 
individual properties per device and get 
immediate feedback.

Sub Total
The big number is the total consumption 
with any production deducted. This is the 
same number we are used to supply our 
electricity company today.

Total I/O
A summary of your accumulated con-
sumption as well as production totals.

Metering (ref 3.7.7)
This screen offers an interface to 
all appliances connected to your 
home grid. Its content is a sugges-
tion of what properties that could 
be included.
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Default Provider
Initially and probably for a long time 
still, people that want to produce their 
energy can do that, but their production 
would not supply enough for all of their 
needs. A default provider, such as your 
current provider, could be the main 
supplier of electricity. 

Alternative Sources
One of the more interesting features of 
a smart grid would be the possibility to 
pool your resources virtually and start 
parallel services similar to utilities. 
These can have 3rd World Aid ambitions 
or Anarchistic ambitions.

PV140W
Based on the scenario in 
untappedEnergy.org, a 140W solar panel 
is installed and its daily output is shown 
here in Mega Joule per day. Other units 
would probably be available also.

Microgeneration
Any device you connect that produces 
electricity will show up in this section. 
The various properties and parameters 
can be explored and utilised here.

Open For Third Parties
A premise for this virtual wiring of 
electricity is a real openness in interfaces. 
Open Application Protocol Interafaces 
(APIs) are needed for such a system to 
enable a wide variety of applications and 
future uses (EU 2006).

Electric Kettle
The statistics indicate that daily energy 
consumption in Mega Joules is within 
the production capacity of the installed 
solar panel (PV140W from the scenario). 
By dragging this widget to the solar panel 
widget initialises a new connection.

Virtual Wire (ref 3.7.7)
The possibility to specify virtual 
connections between devices 
and services is explored in this 
suggested interface.
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Green energy for my green tea
The LEDs along the base of this water 
boiler turn green when there is enough 
energy produced by your solar panel to 
power the boiler. This virtual connec-
tion was initialised in the Virtual Wire 
setup on previous page. This maximises 
your control over when and where you 
use your energy. 
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3.7.7 The motivation behind ”Green energy for my..”
The previous scenarios play into a system of greater complexity that 
can be controlled through a central energy dashboard built upon a 
common API. Touching wires should be a past tense activity and more 
valuable services can be built upon this interface. The user in this 
scenario observe the detailed, per appliance, metering and switch to 
the Virtual Wire screen where sources of electricity can be connected, 
grouped and assigned at will. Third-party services are suggested as 
plug in applications. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=373

3.7.8 The process behind Green energy for my..”
If all devices are aware of its own parameters they are also capable of 
sharing those through an API. The idea here is to collect all this infor-
mation in a central display that is equally suited to be in a computer. 
Placing the screen in a fuse box is just a visual cue to what it builds 
upon. Combining info graphics, animation and timed interactions that 
are filmed off a screen creates an illusion of the scenario being played 
out in an actual fuse box.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=374

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=373
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=373
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=374
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=374
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3.7.9 Evaluation of ”Green energy for my..”
As the evidence was made in a very homemade style, the actual content 
of especially the virtual wire screen needs further detailing. Several 
services are intended to have their base on this screen.  Here is the 
transition to the water boiler elaborated. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=375

3.7.10 Fictional Discourse
As the intention is to emulate an active community that is excited and 
proud if their participation in this project, they comment on posts and 
discuss their shared experiences through images and text. 

While the content of untappedEnergy.org is made by me, the general 
visual style is adapted from a generic theme that is made available 
through the software provider wordpress.org.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=895

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=375
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=375
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=895
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=895
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Entries to the blog
Following standard procedure when 
blogging, the latest post is displayed on 
the top. 

Short welcome message
Introduces the reader to the project via 
a very short message. This is only meant 
to set the context. Smart Grid City is a 
slogan for an actual American smart grid 
project that I “borrow”. Their project does 
not include any of the evidences on this 
blog.

Widget Two
A front end for the product “Jitter Plugz” 
which let you take your energy with 
you when you are away. This Twitter 
feed suggests how this product could 
use a messaging service to share energy 
between jitter-plugz-users (or Jitterz).

Widget One
This box contains the real time statistics 
for this community’s electricity produc-
tion. Clicking on this widget sends you to 
a mock-up of the energy at home project 
which is also part of the evidence..

User list
Display a picture and name for those 
involved in this project. 

Comments
Very important for blogs of this kind is 
the comment field associated with each 
post to the blog. In these comments 
discussions flourish and become valuable 
assets for the reader. 

The blog (ref 3.7.10)
This is a mock-up of a community 
blog that describe the scenario 
outlined for the result. 

http://untappedenergy.org
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3.7.11 ENERGY@Home
Exploiting the similarities to the infamous distributed computing 
project “SETI@Home”, where thousands of private computers all 
over the world are pooled to make a joint effort to analyse radio 
signals from space (Anderson, et al 2002), I suggest the services of 
“ENERGY@Home”. It is a service that pools thousands of micro 
generators all over the world. This creates a virtual utility, comparable 
to a file sharing network where electricity is distributed and statistics of 
production are dissected.

This service is evidenced as a widget, a small standalone application, 
that can be included in any web page. In this case the widget is added 
by the blog owner Eric André (my main persona), and it is now accessi-
ble through the blog sidebar. The widget, when clicked, takes you to the 
main energy@home web site that I included to suggest how this service 
might be presented. Its intention is to let you have details on your own 
statistics, your community statistics and global statistics.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=897 

3.7.12 Jitter Plugz
This is an evidence that explore aspects of design opportunities related 
to the possibilities in the connection of virtual wires in a smart grid. 
Through the product Jitter Plugz I suggest a service that you install as 
a “widget” or small program in your energy dashboard. This widget 
is linked to a small portable electrical socket that you can plug in 
wherever you are, at work or on vacation, and will feed you only the 
energy produced by your generating devices in your home. The com-
munication is also made available though your Twitter feed for added 
visibility. This can be a motivation factor as you can show and share 
your daily production. A version of the widget is also provided for 
communities and is added to the sidebar display current events. When 
it is clicked it takes you to the jitterPlugz.com front page with a brief 
explanation of what it does. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=899

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=897
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=897
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=899
http://www.jitterplugz.com
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=899
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Energy At Home
The mock-up is provided to suggest that a 
service that combine thousands of small 
home generator, like solar panels, could 
create a movement that would over time 
grow to be a factor in the energy market. 

The site provides three areas: Your private 
statistics, your community statistics 
and global statistics. The widget on the 
untappedEnergy.org blog is the com-
munity statistics widget from this site.

energyathome.untappedEnergy.org

jitter plugz
The mock-up is provided to suggest a 
product that exploits the “Virtual Wire” 
concept and provide you with an outlet 
that is virtually connected to your solar 
panel anywhere in the world. 

This socket, combined with an software 
plug in you Virtual Wire panel will give 
you the opportunity to show and share 
your energy production and consumption 
with fellow Jitterz through the micro 
blog/messaging service Twitter.

jitterPlugz.com

http://energyathome.untappedenergy.org/
http://jitterplugz.com
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3.8 Conclusion

This section discusses and looks back at various aspects of the diploma 
project. Its strengths and weaknesses as well as the opportunities and 
threats discovered through the project. 
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3.8.1 Discussion
The research found that current discourse in this field is about aware-
ness enabled by automatic collection of meter data and visualising 
the data in various contexts. My contribution to the discourse is an 
argument for the consumers participation in energy production. 
Starting beyond consumption awareness is also the a possible change 
in our behaviour when consumers start to participate in electricity 
production. This will give a greater sense of ownership and by that 
a more conscious attitude towards how and where electricity is used 
(Darby 2006). If a large scale movement would develop in this para-
digm it could potentially influence politics and traditional hierarchical 
structures in the energy business. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=484

3.8.2 Conclusion
After consciously avoiding discussion with relevant parties form the 
energy industry I have arrived at a result that is not evolved from a 
business perspective, which indeed was the intention. I would be igno-
rant to say that the industry would not have given valuable input, but 
as they are responsible for a large and complex infrastructure I believe 
this was the right choice for my perspective. 

Using the blog medium as my main communication channel has had 
its advantages, but also challenges. The result is presented in a style 
that reflects how a small group of people would come together and 
discuss their experiences. This exploits the format well and enforces the 
strength of the evidence. As a research tool it has two main advantages, 
there is a short distance to a lot of readers and the addition of active 
and dynamic content can enrich a text. As a primary source for official 
documentation of the process it has proved bit more challenging as the 
tradition of documenting a diploma is in a linear fashion. Instead of 
embracing the format fully in the documentation I have reworked the 
structure so it is possibly more similar to a traditional text to navigate. 
This is not optimal and the structure is therefore also presented in this 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=484
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=484
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=904
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book.

Through the scenario presented at untappedEnergy.org I have ex-
plored some of the design opportunities found during the research. 
untappedEnergy.org as well as behind.untappedEnergy.org are entry 
points to a discourse on how we designers, as well as consumers, can be 
challenged to reshape our preconceptions of energy in our homes. The 
combined result and documentation of this diploma is my contribution 
to the discourse on future energy solutions.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=904

3.8.3 Road map
There are a lot of design opportunities in this field of work. Currently 
the energy metering services like the Wattson, are hot properties. Just 
beyond that there are even greater opportunities. When the broader 
public get easy access to produce parts of their own electricity, and 
technology and regulation opens the energy market for a distributed 
energy paradigm a whole new segment of products and services for 
energy sharing needs be developed.

For designers today there is a big opportunity to shape a phenomenon, 
the smart grid, to something as important as the Internet. A combi-
nation of information sharing through the web and energy sharing 
through the smart grid will have huge implications for societies (Rifkin 
2006). For this to become a reality we will need responsible designers 
to design prosperous products & services. Service, Interaction and 
Product designers need to join forces and through a combined effort 
develop these systems to the backbone of the coming centuries.

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=482

http://untappedenergy.org
http://behind.untappedenergy.org
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=904
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=482
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=482
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4 References

4.1 Description of online tools used
Working in the online domain I have come to embrace a wide range of 
services that solve specific needs, but that also has enabled me to stitch 
content together with little scarring. This article is an overview of some 
of the services I found useful in my work. 

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=677

http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=677
http://behind.untappedenergy.org/?p=677
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Full Dictionary
Utility: Short for “Public Utility” which refers to the company 
that maintains an infrastructure that is a public infrastructure. 
Communication, Water, Electricity, Natural Gas and Sewage are the 
usual services these companies operate the infrastructure for. When 
I refer to a “Utility” in this text I signify a company that operates the 
public electric infrastructure. These infrastructures are expensive to 
run so they often are monopolies on a local and/or national scale.

The Grid: Refers to a network that can have physical similarities to a 
grid. “The Grid” can have several meanings depending on who you talk 
to, but the name usually relates to the physical structure of an Public 
Utility. In this text however “The Grid” reflects the interconnected 
electrical infrastructure that electricity is distributed through.

The Smart Grid: From a utility perspective the smart grid is at a 
large scale already implemented in many places. The backbones of 
the electric infrastructure are aware of its own status through various 
sensing devices. When one area of a country needs more power this is 
automatically or semi-automatically remedied. This is also called load 
balancing. 

From an end user perspective the current Grid is not very smart. The 
devices called smart meters, that measures electrical consumption au-
tomatically and send the data to the power seller, are for the most part 
there to help the businesses retrieve accurate and real time information 
on their product.

Fuel Cell: Traditionally a fuel is burned to put its energy into useful 
work like motion. A fuel cell can convert this energy directly into a 
useful state, without burning it, in the form of electricity. A bonus is 
that if Hydrogen is used, the only output aside from heat and electricity 
is water. The fuel cell combines hydrogen (stored in a tank) and oxygen 
(derived from the air) in a catalytic reaction into water. In this process 
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both heat and electricity is generated.

Electricity: A current is the movement of an electrical charge in a 
medium. Usually this is electrons running though a copper wire. The 
number of electrons passing a point can be measured and is measured 
in Amperes (A). More known to the end consumer is Watts, as every 
appliance and bulb at home usually are marked with their maximum 
Watt rating. The price we pay for our electricity consumption is based 
on how many thousand watt hours (kWh) we consume. 1kWh is 
consumed by a 1000W appliance in 1 hour.

Photo Voltaics: The field of research on Solar Cells. A Photo Voltaic 
cell (or solar cell) can convert light directly into a current that can be 
put to work.

Energy Dashboard: A virtual control panel provided either in a 
dedicated hardware or as a Graphical User Interface on the internet or 
in custom software. This type of control panel usually displays statistics 
of consumption, but more advanced versions can compare statistics 
with others and/or function as a remote to the various systems and 
appliances relevant to the management of energy in your home. 

Gadget: Small mechanical or electronic equipment.

Ubiquitous computing: A term that a Mark Weiser introduced a few 
decades ago. In this field of work the computer as a physical device has 
been assimilated into all objects and as a result computing is all around 
us. The possibilities for new interactions with our environment in a 
post-desktop future are part of what ubiquitous computing explores 
(Greenfield 2006).

Green washing: A term for intentionally make products and services 
appear as ecological friendly by adding words and phrases related to 
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the ecological friendly movements. “Green”, “Eco” and “Sustainable” 
are examples of such words.

API: “Application Protocol Interface” is an specification for program-
mers to use when they are connecting one product to another. The API 
allow information to flow between two different systems.

GUI: “Graphical User Interface” is the visual expression of a software 
where you can observe its output.
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